Module title
Level Four Module German Linguistics 5

Abbreviation
04-DtMA-IM-SW5-122-m01

Module coordinator
holder of the Chair of German Linguistics

Module offered by
Institute of German Studies

ECTS
20

Method of grading
numerical grade

Only after succ. compl. of module(s)
--

Duration
1 semester

Module level
graduate

Other prerequisites
By way of exception, additional prerequisites are listed in the section on assessments.

Contents
This course will introduce students to deal with theoretical concepts and empirical methods from sub-disciplines of linguistics: linguistic system, linguistic usage and language history. Completion of a work experience with linguistic content.

Intended learning outcomes
In an area of linguistics, linguistic usage or linguistic system, students are able to discuss and/or apply empirical research methods to theoretical approaches on the basis of relevant research literature critically and independently. They are able to compile chosen themes of the field of study independently as well as academically and present the results appropriately (research works, presentations and other methods, production of seminar papers and other textualisation and presentation types). Within a work experience, students practically apply their knowledge to theoretical concepts and empirical methods of linguistics. An independent conceived and implemented research project and its results will be given a lecture appropriately.

Courses
This module comprises 3 module components. Information on courses will be listed separately for each module component.

- 04-DtMA-IM-SW5-1-122: S (no information on SWS (weekly contact hours) and course language available)
- 04-DtMA-IM-SW5-2-122: S (no information on SWS (weekly contact hours) and course language available)
- 04-DtMA-IM-SW5-3-122: S (no information on SWS (weekly contact hours) and course language available)

Method of assessment
Assessment in this module comprises the assessments in the individual module components as specified below. Unless stated otherwise, successful completion of the module will require successful completion of all individual assessments.

Assessment in module component 04-DtMA-IM-SW5-1-122: German Language: System, Usage, History 5 (Seminar 1)

- 10 ECTS, Method of grading: numerical grade
- a) written examination (approx. 90 minutes) and oral examination (approx. 30 minutes) or b) presentation (approx. 15 to 30 minutes) and written elaboration (approx. 10 pages) and oral examination (approx. 30 minutes), weighted 1:1:2
- Other prerequisites: Admission prerequisite to assessment: regular attendance (a maximum of 2 incidents of unexcused absence) of courses (lectures excluded).

Assessment in module component 04-DtMA-IM-SW5-2-122: German Language: System, Usage, History 5 (Seminar 2)

- 5 ECTS, Method of grading: numerical grade
- a) term paper (approx. 15 to 20 pages) or b) written examination (approx. 90 minutes) or c) presentation (approx. 15 to 30 minutes) and written elaboration (approx. 10 pages)
- Other prerequisites: Admission prerequisite to assessment: regular attendance (a maximum of 2 incidents of unexcused absence) of courses (lectures excluded).

Assessment in module component 04-DtMA-IM-SW5-3-122: Research Seminar German Linguistics

- 5 ECTS, Method of grading: (not) successfully completed
- presentation (approx. 45 minutes)
**Module description**

- **Other prerequisites:** Admission prerequisite to assessment: regular attendance (a maximum of 2 incidents of unexcused absence) of courses (lectures excluded).

**Allocation of places**

---

**Additional information**

A list of suggested reading will be provided at the beginning of the course.

**Referred to in LPO I** (examination regulations for teaching-degree programmes)

---

**Module appears in**

- Master's degree (1 major) German Language and Literature (2012)
- Master's degree (1 major) German Language and Literature (2014)